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Smoakland Acquires Sublime to Expand Cannabis
Manufacturing and Distribution Capabilities

Oakland, CA – [March 26, 2024], Smoakland, the Bay Area’s top cannabis delivery
platform known as the “King of Value”, is thrilled to announce its acquisition of Sublime,
an award-winning Bay Area manufacturer of cannabis-infused prerolls, vaporizers,
extracts, and edibles. This acquisition Of Sublime’s team, state of the art facility, and
license signifies a major expansion in Smoakland’s manufacturing and distribution
capabilities, allowing the company to enhance its product portfolio and reinforce its
market position across California and beyond.

Known for delivering high-quality, affordable cannabis products, Smoakland has made a
name for itself by providing customers with on-demand and scheduled delivery services
throughout California. The acquisition of Sublime, famed for its Fuzzies brand among
others, signifies a pivotal expansion in Smoakland’s capabilities to create and distribute
proprietary brands. Smoakland’s existing house of brands includes Smoakland and
Sierra Hillz.

With this acquisition, Smoakland is set to revolutionize the cannabis industry by offering
comprehensive solutions at unprecedented efficiency, including contract manufacturing
and distribution services, to other cannabis brands, and retailers seeking to develop
their own private label.

Chang Yi, Chief Executive Officer of Smoakland, expressed enthusiasm about the
merger: "Combining the strengths of our manufacturing and distribution platforms allows
us to create incredible value for the category and further our ability to deliver products
with the utmost value and quality in the cannabis industry."

This acquisition marks a significant milestone for Smoakland as it continues to innovate
and lead in the rapidly evolving cannabis market, promising enhanced product offerings
and services to its customers.
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About Smoakland:

Smoakland is a premier cannabis delivery service and product manufacturer based in
Oakland, California. As the “King of Value,” Smoakland is dedicated to offering
high-quality, affordable cannabis products to customers across California, while
emphasizing sustainability and innovation. With its strategic acquisition of Sublime and
a robust house of brands, Smoakland continues to lead in the cannabis industry, setting
benchmarks for excellence and environmental responsibility.


